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Introduction

•“Suicide is a complex phenomenon which can be determined through suicide ideation,

suicide attempt and completed suicide” - WHO, 2014(1).

•One of the leading causes of death globally with 1 in every 100 deaths carded as

suicide.

•Due to the taboo nature of suicide, a large percentage of global suicides have been

underreported.

•For adolescents, suicide is the 4th leading cause of death globally, and the 3rd leading

cause of death, locally – PAHO.

Objectives

1.To determine the effect of gender and ethnicity in completed and attempted suicides in 

adolescents in T&T.

2.To compare the method used in completed suicide vs attempted suicides in adolescents 

in T&T.

Methodology 

Discussion

Gender: There is a paradox of suicidal behaviour with the number of males is 

greatly outweighing females in suicide completion; The opposite true for females 

in relation to suicide attempts. 

Ethnicity: East Indian populations have been linked to higher incidences of 

depressive disorders and therefore suicidal behaviour. African populations follow 

thereafter with approximately half the cases of suicide attempts and completions 

as that of East Indians. 

Method of Suicide: Completion was more significant by “threats to breathing” 

while “exposure to non-medicinal substances” was linked to attempted suicides. 

Suicidal behaviour in young persons is linked to “risk taking” and impulsive 

behaviour(2). 

COVID-19 Pandemic: According to the WHO, there has been a 25% increase in 

anxiety and depressive symptoms, globally, leading to a gradual increase in 

suicides at the peak of the pandemic. 

Conclusion
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Gender and Method are significant factors in adolescent suicide. Local adolescent 

suicide also saw a slight increase during the COVID-19 pandemic. Preventative 

interventions should target the interplay of gender and the methods used, as well as 

strategies to mitigate the negative impact of the ongoing pandemic.
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January 2013 – January 2022 had 177 reported cases of Adolescent 

Suicide 

Results

Gender Ethnicity

Males lead completions while 
females lead attempts

East Indians lead both completions 
and attempts

“Exposure to non-medicinal substances” is the most common method of 
suicide among adolescents in T&T

37% increase in local adolescent suicides post 2019

1. A retrospective study was used to determine the relationship between gender, 

ethnicity, and methods of completed or attempted suicide in adolescents.

2. Using secondary data received from CAPA (TTPS), cases were sorted and recoded 

via the ICD-11 standards for external causes of morbidity or mortality.

3. IBM SPSS software was used to analyse the sorted data with frequency distributions 

and Chi Square values produced thereafter.
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Prevalence of Suicide Globally and Locally (per 100,000 population)

Worldwide Trinidad & Tobago

11.4 8.3
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